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1With tue operation. of the HFBR, mrlP. 1 and SM-2? and with 'the design of
the }?ranco-GeJl.'man and British high flux reactors, a new gene:r-ation of
resea1':'ch. ?eaci';ol's exists whi;;;;h pl"Oduce f'luxes in the lo15/cm2sec-rangeo
This 1s a eonsiderable improvement over the conventional rese8rch reac-
14 .
tors lVi.th fllL.~e3 cf aoout 10 <> Th.is achi.evement was obt~i.ned by higher
portorm"'.nca i< ar..,.d [101"1 tue d~'V$Jl.op."1le;,),t se,;'lilS to be close ·to 'the 11mit of
present engi.nee:ring techni.ques '" Ho~.:tvel", at the In'ternatio'ttul Seminar
on Intense Neut:ron S01.u..,,~es held tu Santa Fe in September 1966. 1t was
pointed out that there 1s a cord:1.nuou.s noed for even hi.gher neutron. fluxes
to be used tu 0;1.1010a1' 8.nd solid state phystes appllcations<! Though there
15 a large class of eXpel"inl$j1.ts for wM,c:h a steady stute fIu.x ci! 1015Jcm2see
is s~xfficie~t; 8nd other c~~!m~nts which can be made wit~ a peak flux OI
l016Jcm2sec obb:d.t',ed ir'oID a Jre:p;~rt1tiv(",ly puls€.-d reaetor,. tbe:te' are a tiumber
2 ._(jf experiln.\m~ts which requi~'t"0 Cl steady sta:"ce flux of 1016lein se~ Cl"", evel1
more ll.2 r ,§!", A tew (\):amp).es a:.re given o.elow:
This 1s the best availablemEtasu,r,e of most of t:he fundan'.ent~l parama""
ters o:f tbe weak :ln:tel"9.ction attd alse furn:i.shes an important test of
time revawsaJ. bi:'ifax'iaiJ)::e LVQ
Siuce this int€n~action rate incJ1'eases as the square of the flux whereas
the nad"grour1,d :!.ncraases U.nearly wi,:th the i'lux, a higher flux than pre....
sently availahle 1s req,u:i.Jl:"OO for an rH~cßptable signal·-to-backgr<>und ratio"
3 0 In tue field ot neutron capt~e y ....-;rays ji ~asuxements of :tnt~rnal eonve!:'-
sion speetra with a high resolut;toZt !llagl'J.8t1.C sP'<"'lctrogTaph and all meas....
urements on materials with small capturacross sections.
4. In tue field of fission physics, e~periments where ~~gnetic analysis 1s
uscd to separat~ tee fragmentsof a giv6n maSSe
5. Por :tn.vest~.gat:ions ofcondensed matter 1 (a) single cx-ystal dUf~ac~~·
tiou measurements wn..('}:re sampl~1 S:tZ~8 3.re s:I)a11. In parttcu.lar, these
are studies cf orgauic c~ystals öl" biological molecuJes e (b) Measure-
ments oi' tho inelastte scat1;'t~}ril1g {}f nA·)ut:t~Qn5which cann,<rt be wall adapted
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Of course, these examPles eannot illustrate completely the great improve-
ment which would be ach1eved With a l016.f1UX reactor. A large variety cf
new experiments, for lriStance with very cold neut~ons or wi1;h polarized
neutrons, would be possible and will be imtented duce the necessary high
flux 1s available. Moreo."e~J all experiments could be :1mproved in resolu-
tion,or in signal-to-backgroulid 1-atio t or iri the time required for the
measurements.
Another important application is the production (jf t:tansplutotiium isotopes.
Since the productionrate increases with a high powe~ of the fluX, the in.i
centive to inerease the flux 1s particularly high in this ease~
In view of this interest in obtaining higher neutron fluxes, a preiimirla~y
invest1gation was made in order to determine the engineering problems and
the economic implications of a l016_flux reactor. This reactor is also of
interest for comparison with a spallation type neutron source, such as the
Canadian project ING L 17.
A flux of lo16/cm2sec can be obtnined within present techniques with a
large dilute heavy water moderated reactor operating at about lOOOMW, as
the experience with the high flux charge at Savannah River indicates [5J;
possibly even higher flux at higher power may be attainabl-e. lto'lever, a much
bettel." ratio of flux to power and a better beam quality (ratio cf thermal
to fast flux) can be obtained from a reactor with a small compact under-
moderated core surrounded by a D20-reflector which contains the beam tubes.
The purpose of this investigation was to study the possibilities and limi-
tations of such a concept, and a beam research reactor was taken as an example.
Some calculations were also made for an isotope reactor, and are given in the
Appendix. Since the work was stimulated by design calculations for the
Franco-German High Flux Reactor, some design features of this reactor were
maintained, such as the annular core with a one ring HFm-type fuel element,
the beryllium plug in the center and the pressure barrel between cere and
D2Q-reflector. The design parameters were pushed to the utmost limits and
some reasonable extrapolations beyond current engineering practices were
assumed. Only the basic features of the reactor were studied, and such
problems as safety, control, radiation damage, and engineering details were
not considered. For reasons cf simplicity all calculations were made for a
reactor without beam tubes.
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11. General
In this paragraph the materIals and operating eonditj.onsehosen will be
deseribed, aud the reasens for the pa:rticular ehoices will be given",
1. Coolant
As mentioned in Par~ I, the reactor eonsidered here has a very compact
16 2
core. Thus, for the total poviar necess2ry to obtain a flux of 10 lem sec,
a very high power density is required. Three eoolants, H20 above the eri-
tieal pressure, sodiuID, and H2-gas, were constdered for the thermodynamie
ealeulations. These calculations v,e:-e made to determine, for the same power
density, whieh coolant gives the lowest maximum fue! clad temperature ..
The results showed that, for theeondi.tions assumed, the higher maximum
temperatures were for Na and H2 ; hence supereritical H20 was chosen as
the ccolant o Compared to H20, the following comments apply to the other
two coolants:
i) H2 - higher speeifie heat, but lower density;
ii) Sodium - higher heat transfer eoefficient, but higher inlet temperatu~e
and lower specifie heat.
Nuclear caleulaticns were also m~de for a D20-coOled reactor. Vlhile the
n d . tU 1) f th" t b tt th th t'" HOl dran emen or 1S reac or was e er ~ an •~ a 0.1. an 2 -coo e reac-
tor of the same dimensions, this ~dvantage was overcome by a lower keff for
the D20-reactor.
2. Coolant Conditions
At the high H20-velociti.es and small coolant chann.els necessary with the
high power dens1ty, thera is apressure drop of about 50 Atm across the
core~ Hence an inlet pressure of 300 Atm was chosen to insure that the
ex1t pressure 1s still supercritical~ Supereritical pressure is necessary
at the outlet of the core because the fuel wall temperature 1s far above
the critical temperature of water.
The coolant velocity was limited by eonsiderations of the mec~anieal inte-
grity of the fuel ~lates (see Par; IV below)~
1) "rendement" = ratio of maximum flux in the external reflector to total
power"
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Considering corrosion problems, a lower vel~ity was also deemed desirable,
although for these particular operating conditions it seems likely that the
corrosion is not strongly velocity dependent (see Par~ VII below). A velo-
city of 32 mlsec was chosen.
3. Cladding
~elim1nary results showed that clad temperatures would be too high for
aluminium" Inconel 625 was .chosen as the cladding material,. beeaUse of
its good combination of superior high temperature creep properties t and
resistance to corrosion (see Par., vIi below).
4. Fuel
Stainless steel 16-13 2) was chosen as the matrix material for the fuel
element meat. A stainless steel matrix is appropriate for a high fuel
loading, which is desired to increase the length of the operating cycle.
The chosen material is softer than the Inconel cladding, which is an ad-
vantage for fabrication reasons~
The fuel is in the form of U02 (40 wt % of the meat), with uran1um enrich-235
ment to 93% U.
5. Overall Assembly und Dimensions
A thin core ring was necessary for several reosons. First, . the fuel uti-
lization is better for a thin core, si.nce there is ~ smaller iuterior region
of low flux. Secondly, the "critical velocity" of the radially-mounted fuel
plates 1s greater for a lower plate width (see Par~ IV below).
A central region of beryllium leads ~lso to better fuel utilization, since
there is a region of high flux at the core inner boundary also. A central
region 1s at any rate necessary for fabrication reasons.
The height of the core 1s limited by several factors. The regions at the
top and bottom of the core do not contribute as much as the central region
to the maximum flux in the reflector" Also, the pressure drop and maximum
clad temperature increase with height.
2) Composition given in Par. 111 below.
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The final overall dimenSiOnschos~n.w-ere as follows:
Inner Cora Radius, Ri • 7.0 cm·
Outer Core Radius, R • 13.5 cm0 •
COl~e Haigllt, H
·
100 cm•
Core Volume, V
·
42 lite1"s ..
·
Tbe fuel element dimensions were restJ"icted to 0.5 !Dm "meat" and 0.15 1llJl1
cladding by thermal stress cOD.stdera'tions (see Pa:r:." VI be10w) '4 The coolant
channel widtb was 1.2 mm; a smaller width would have caused an excessive
pressure drop..
6. Pressure Barrel
The pressure barrel, which was located between the core and the D20-reflec....
tor, wasmde cf. an-a1uJnj.uium 'a1l0'l'~l Zn Ng Cu 0,,5) of~ 1.4.cm tmGkness;...T!1e<iDiooof this m.ateri-ol
was based on reaetivity considerations. Diffusion theory calculations (dis-
cussed in Par~ 111) showed that a 1 cm stainless steel barrel reduced k f~
e ~
byabout 20%. Tha aluminium barrel caused a reduction of only about 3.5 %
in keff'"
Zircalloy was rejected because of excessive thermal stresses caused by tbe
y-heating and its pOOl" thermal conductivity.
With the aluminium alloy chosen, however, the temperature increase in the
obarrel wall produced by the assumed y-heating of 160 W/gr was only 60 C.
Thus, due to the very good mechanical properties of this a1loy, the stres-
ses caUsed by tcmperature and water pressure ware sufficiently below the
yield point.
III.. Nuclear Calculations
1. tntroduction
Most of the nuclear calculations were made with the KarlsrUhe Nuclear Pro-
gram System NUSYS IV. This system contains various programs which allow
the generation cf group cross sections and the calculation of reactor para~
meters with one- and two-dimension diffusion theory., The cross section
values used ware the "ABNtl data of ABAGJAN et al q [7J, which is a 26-group
set. To investigate the problem of the thermal cross sections,J which are
strongly spatially d$peudent in the ccre, several calculations we~e also
made with THERMOS LV, a thermalization transport theory program..
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2. Material Regions and Cross Sections
The core composition was described in Par. Il above. The supercritical
H20"'coolant had an ave;;.·age density of 0 .. 97 gJcc. The approximate weight
concentrations of the most impor-tant elements in Inconel 625 and stainless
stesl 16/13 3) are given in Table 1 :
Table 1 Alloy compositions (wt %)
Inconel 625 I, 8,,44 g/cc!!i:
Stainless
"
.. 8,,0 g/cc11steel 16/13 ;!
--i fL9...1 I 22,,9 I 61,,2
--! jLIQ( : 16.5 13,,5
Material
:i
i Density at
'I
room temp. Ref. Ni
65,,1
Mo Nb
It was presumed that the U02-SS powder was compacted to 96% of its theore-
tical density, based on the data given in Lli( for a similar case (SS 316,
35% U02>. The density of the clad and meat have small corrections for
their elevated terr.~er.atures. The values obtained for thc compositions
of the various mixtures are given in Table 2.
Table 2 Rcgi.on mixtures
Mixture I Material Density:i
_(l'!.imn!ce 10-24)
--l;I:
1 (Trap) 'li Be L22 10-1!
2 (Cora - 100% Fuel) CI' 5.8 10-3
i 10-3!I Fe 8.8 ·Ii 10-2il H 3~88 ..I' 10-4" Mo 8.7 ..l.
I1 Nb 4.2 ..
10-4
I,
Ni 9.6 10-3!l ..
ii
10-2. '!jj 0 2.38 ..
1\ U2S5 1.74 10-3
"
n -?3 (Tank) Il Al 6,0 10 ""H
il
4 (Reflector) ii D 6 ..64 .. 10-2II
Ii 10-2!: 0 3.32
·
,
I:
.,
li 6.50 10-2'j'
·5 (H2O above core) :1 0 3.25 .. 10-2lt
3) DIN 17 006 Nomenclature: RB er Ni Mo V Nb 1613 •
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The "100% Fuel" of mixture 2 refers to the m1xture with the normal UO2
con(;entration. For use for flux-flattening in the boundary regions, core
mixtures with u02-concentrations of 70%, 50%, 35%, and 25% of that of mix-
ture 2 were alsc> calculated. The stainless steel 16/13 concentration in
these mixtures was raised corr~spondihgly.
~4 Methods ~rld Resu1ts cf NUSYS Calculations
foliows:
Energy
10.5 MeV 21.5 keV
21.5 keV 46.5 eV
46.5 eV 0.215 eV
0.0252 eV
1
2
3
4
10
18
1
11
19 - 25
26
ABN (26-Group) Set 'Reduced (4-Group) Set
A two-dimensional calculation with the full 26-energy groups of the ABN-
set would require a prohibitive amount of time. Henee a one-dimensional
diffusion theory calculation was first made for an approximately equiva-
lent spherical shell reactor. The "equivalent spherical shell,,4) had the
same core thickness as for the final cylindrical two-dimensional calcula-
tion; the inner radius of the equivalent spherical shellcore was deter-
mined by requiring that the central sphere has the same chord length as
that of the cylindrical "trap" in the two-dimensional reactor. The spec-
tra calculated for the equivalent sphere were then used to condense the
group constants from 26 to 4 energygroups as
The thermal group constants for both sets are those of a room-temperature
Maxwellian. These values were used, since the thermal spectrum is ex-
tremely spatially dependent, so that a condensation of the two or three
lower ABN groups gives quite varied results for the core reduced set
constants, depending on where in the core the condensing spectrum is
taken from. Since the spectrum in the core middle is much "hotter" than
this Maxwellian, these cross sections are quite rough. The effect of
this fact 1s investigated in Par. 111.4, below. Figures 1 and 2 show
typical spectra for condensation in the core and reflector, respectively.
4) The equivalenee was in the sense
be appropriate for condensation.
of the two-dimensional reactor.
that the calculated spectra should
keff was quite different from that
... 8 -
Using the condensed cross sections, the final calculations were made using
the two-dimensional diffusion theory code DIXY L~~. These calculations
were repeated for various configurations and combinations of boundary
zones, with the following requirements:
1) core ring thiekness ~ 6.5 cm,
2) core height :::: 100 cm,
until the following conditions ware satisfied:
3) keff ··V 1 ... 21j
4) Frad ":-:. 1.7 I
where F
rad is the radial source d~nsity shap~ fa~tbr.
The reasons for desiring a limit on the cöf~ ring thickness and height,
which led to 1) and 2). have beed ~htioned in Par. 11.5.
Condition 3) was impc5ed to give sufficient excess reactivity for the
1folloWirlg factorst
a) Beam tubes
b) Xe and Sm
c) Stabile fission products
d) Uranium burnup
e) Control
f) Temperature
Total
Excess Reactivity
5%
3%
6.4%
3%
1%
0.5%
18.9% •
The total of 18.9% excess reactivity corresponds to a value for keff ef
about 1.21. The figures are based on calculations for the Franco-German
High Flux Reactor, FGHFR LIi(. a), c), e), and f) are about the same
values as for the FGHFR. b) is lower than the value of 5% for the FGHFR,
since for the reactor discussed here only about half the fissions are in
the thermal group. d) is lower because of an average burn-up lower than
for the FGHFR. All figures are estimated and somewhat high in order to
be conservative.
For condition 4), the maximum value of F was somewhat arbitrarily set
rad
at 1.7, to keep the power peaks at the core boundary within acceptable
limits. This required that there be a number of core boundary regions
with reduced fuel concentration.
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Figure 3 shows the final ccrrfiguratio'1. for the reacto:t', and the resulting
dimensions and nuclear charHct~1'isttcs are con·::'3.iUEd in Table 5 e The ren-
dement has beeu corr€cted to the approximate value e;qx~cted for k ~.p = 1 0 0,eI.
based on calcu.lations für the FGfI.F'R t" Jtt t]J.9 cOl"'e-J.:-eflector' i.nterface there
are f our bouiJ.dGry zones ~ a.ll 2 0 5 m":".l widz, with 25% 1 35%, ;';0%, and 70% of the
norm.al fuel coucGntrati.;Jn~ At the "trap"-core interfacf~ one 2",5 nun zone
with 70% fueI concentration was nsed~
Figure 4 snows the radial power d~.strib1::tion at thc reactor midplane", Due
to the fact that the the~;·ml).:. gr01..1];> GOi.1stants used are for a lVIaxwellian,
this distrib~ticn is very rough~ Hcwever, as TIlliRMOS calculations discussed
in Par" III~4~ bclow indicate, these peaks are p~obably overestimated~ so
that the results are con3ervative~
Based on the figures given in Table 5, a maxi~,un thermal flux in the re-
'6 2fleetor of 10- /em 'sec wouId be !'eached ·w::'.th a total povler of 500 lVl'i'v ~ This
corresponds to an average power density of 11~9 ThWf/l, and a maximum power
density of 25.6 MN/l~
As mentioned above, the asslunption of Maxwellian values for the fourth
energy group is not accurate t sinee the thermal spectrum in the core be-
comes increasingly "harccn{c;d" aß the distance from the boundary is increas-
ed. Thus the thermal cross soetions become in.creasingly smaller as the
intertor of the core is approachedo
To investigate the i~fluence of this effect on k ~~, several diffusion
e.i...l.
theory calculations were nade :in which i;he thermal cross sections were
reduced to half their orig:!.nal value~ All of thc thermal cross sections
were changed, since all of the important cross sections have approximately
a l/v-dependel1.ce and woulci iJe equally changod by a spectra.l shift c Ronco
k
eff is relatively insensitive to this change; keff never changed more
than 1% duc to this variation. Thc change in the rendement was not more
than 3%.
The most serious er~or caused. by preslunine constant Maxwellian cross sec-
tion values i5 that thc spatial distribution of the thermal fissions 1s
not corrcctly calculatod", The levol:tng of thc fission di.stribution is an
impcrtant problem. in a reactor wi th a high uranübll .concentra-tion. There-
fore, the problem of the fi.ssion "peaks" was investigated using the program
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THERMOS LV, which calculates the spatially dependent thermal neutron
speetrum using transport theory" Two one-dimensional slabs were ealcu-
lated which eorresponded to U02-concentrati.cns of "100%" (Mixture 2}
Table 2) and "25%"" The slab consisted of a three cm "core" region, and
a 15 em refleetor region. The hydrog.9n and deuterium scatteril1g in the
H20 and DZO was represented by Nelkin kerneIs, and the oxygen seattering
was represented by a free gas with a mass of 16. All other eorä materials
were grouped tnto one fictional material with the appropriate constant
total scattering cross section* ~he core absorption cross section was
that for the "100%,i or "25%1, uoz-concantration, with a l/v-depet1denceol
At the two outer slab boundaries reflector boundary conditiohs wei-e
. . - j
assumed, since these boundaries corresponded approximately to the middle
of the cöre and maximum reflector thermal flux position in the NUSYS cal-
culation. The results frcm a NUSYS calculation ware used for the epither-
mal flux distribution, needed to calculate the souree distribution in
THERMOS. This flux distribution was practically constant.
Figure 5 shows how strongly the core thermal spectrum varies from the re-
flector interface to the middle of the core, for the 100% U02-concentra-
tion. Particularly for tha cera middla, presuming that the thermal group
stops at 0~215 eV is very inaccurate.. The average energy cf the neutrons
below 0.215 eV varias from 1 .. 62 kT at a point in the reflect~r 15 cm from
the core, to 3,,47 kT in the core middle. Hencs the energy dependent cross
sections averaged over the spectrum up to 0.215 eV, i.e.
0.215 eV
/ 0 (E,x)
o
er(E) dE
0,,215 eV/ ! l!l (E,x) dE
are quite spatially dependent.
from THERMoS }er (E) dE
a
However, for our calculations what interests one is the spatial dependence
of the thermal fissions, which describes the "peaks" in the power density.
This dependence is the same as that of
0.215 eV
/ fO (E,x)
o
since the fission and absorption cross sections both have 1/v-dependence
in the thermal energy range"
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1'6 s~af~ With the.lldS values. NUS~S ~aleUJ.atiotis weH niiiae w1th tbe
same geomet~ as f6f the T~S eises, bti* using the cross sections as
for the NUSYS reactor calculations. Figures 6 and 7 compare the NUSYS
and 'l'HERMOS results for the spatial dependence of the fissions caused by
neutrons be!l.ow 0.215 eV. As can Be seen, in both cases the NUSYS ca1cu-
lations overestimate the thermal fission peaks. Thus it 1s probable that
the fission peaks in tbe NUSYS reactor caleulattons are also overestimated,
and these results are conserv::;tive. Also, since non-thermal fissions make
a large eontribution to the total fission distribution in the NUSYS eal-
eulations, the total fission peaks are not as much in error as are the
thermal fission peaks.
IV. Cooling~WaterCritieal Velocitx
The critical veloeity is the veloeity at whieh the modifieatiol'ls of local
veloeity resulting from adefleetion of the plates produce across tbe
plates apressure difference suffieient to maintain the defleetion.
To. calculate the eritieal velocity it was assumed that the evolvent fuel
element plates ean be approximated by a eireumference arc (see Figura 8).
Ae~ording to reference LIA/ the critieal velocity of a flat plate With
built-in edges with a width equal to the chord of the eurved plate coa-
sidered is given by:
,--------,
I 3
\ I 15 E a s a (1)v =
b4 (1 -v~e ' ,'liH 0
\ ..... a
where: E ::
).."" =
a =
b =
s =a
.Pa =
o 12 2Youngf s modulus of Inconel 625 at 50S C = 1.785 • 10 dynes/cm
Poisson's ratio of Inconel 625 at 50SoC = 0.319 L-S7
plate thiekness =0.08 cm
chord of the eurved plate = 8.8 cm
nominal thickness of flow channel = 0.12 em
3
mean coolant density = 0.97 gr/cm •
The resulting v is 5.61 m/see. A considerable extrapolation of tbe graphs
c
of reference [11/ shows that a curved plata, With !? = 110 and an are of
a
1.42 rad., such as that considered in Figura 8, has a critical velocity
about 18 times higher than the above value, i.e. about 100 mlsee.
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This value was obtained with two sirnplifying assumptions:
a) The evolvent 1s approximated by a circumference are. This is a pessi-
mistic assumption because the cvolvent under sn uniform pressure differ-
ence deforms in a way that the pIate rotates about a point in the middle
which is not displaced Lli7; thus the effective plate width i5 about half
of the real value~
b) The plate has been presumed homogeneous and formed by tnconel 625 at
508~C, whlch 1s an optimistic assumpt~.on hecause the Youngts modtilus of
the meat 1s lower (1~492 ~ 1012 dynss/cm2) than that of Inconel d25.
Xf -the geometrical tolerances of the coolant channel and of the plates
were zeto. one could theoretically wb~k with a water velocity of 100 m/see;
in,practice, the smaii dimensional differences be~le~n adjac~rtt chanrle1s
have a st~ong influen~e on the stresses onthe fuel plates. To take into
account this effeet; 'a ~ather hi~h safety factor was assumed. The select-
ed velocity was 32 rn/sec; which is equivalent to a safety factor of 3.
v. Heat Transfer Calculations
The pressure drop in the average channel is given by:
2
I
A. Rl
() v 0.25 +
:sa IJa a
.;
(2)
mean water velocity = 32 m/sec
where
3
Q = mean water density = 0.97 gr/cm
.Ja
v =
a
0.25 gives the pressure loss and recovery at channel inlet and outlet
H = channel length = 100 cm
s = channel nominal thickness = O~12 cm
a
A. = friction coefficient given by the Moody correlation LI§!
a
= O~0239, for a Reynolds nlli~Der e~ual to 4~24 • 105 and a dimen-
sionless roughness of the wall equal to 0.002. To take into
account the temperature effect the physical properties of water
appearing in the Reynolds wnrrber have bean evaluated at the
average fuel element wall temperatlITe o
The resulting A p is 51 Atm" This means a force acting on the core in
the vertical direction of about 14 tonues~
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The heat transfer ealeulation has been performed for the hot streak 5).
To take into aeeount loeal variations of roughness the frietion eoeffi-
eient has been assumed to be 10% higher than the average. Due to ~e­
trieal toleranees it has also been assumed that the average thickhess of
the eooling ehannel eorresponding to the hot streak 1s 0.02 em less than
the nominal value. The resulting water veloeity at the hot streak 1s
therefore;
v
--------
- va V_A.A._a.~ = 32 27.8 m/see (3)
For F = 1.27 the average hot streak
ax
the outlet water temperature 18 g1ven
density of 25.6
2 '
612 eal/em see.
2482 cal/em seeandq =
m
heat flux is
4 2In the core the fuel element surfaee is equal to·l0 em per liter, so
MW/I 1s equivalent to a maximum heatthat a maximum power
flux of 2560 W/em2 =
by:
::
2 ~ H 2 • 482 • 100
T + 40 + = 3420C (4)1 e 0 vs = 1.288 • 0.895 • 2.78 • 103 • 0.1pm Jm
The hot streak water temperature in the middle of the core is:
(5)=
482 • 100
vsem.1 pp .... m
q H
m
=: Tl + ----- ::; 40 + --------------,---
1.026 ·0.895 • 2.78 • 103 • 0.1
These ealeulations must be performed by iteration beeause the speeifie heat
is rather strongly temperature dependent. The produet YV' has been a$-
t'-- 2
sumed eonstant; in reality it varies like V)C , beeause v is eonstant,
but ~ '..' varies little in the range of temperatures and pressures eonsidered.
The fuel plate wall temperature has been ealeulated with the Colburn eorre-
lation with an uneertainty faetor equal to 0.85 [ffil. The heat tranSfer
coeffieients in the middle and at the outlet of the hot streak are respee-
tively:
5) The hot streak is the Une in the verti.cal direetion at the point in
the radial direetion where the axially integrated power has a maximum.
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/2ymV s \
~ jU2 )
0.8
Pr 0.33 =
2
(6)
1.539'10-3 (2 • 0,895 • 2.78 • 103 0 1) 0.8 0 33
= 0.85 • 0.023 ( '. 0.8435 •
-32'0,12 1.248 • 10
2 °= 3.70 cal/cm sec C
h 3 = 0.85 • 0.023
1 1 -3 / 1 3 'I 0.8 0• 67·10 {2. 0.395 • 2.78. 0 • 0.1 1.043 .33
2,0.12 \ 0.785 • 10-3 -;
2 °= 4.22 cal/cm sec C
And the wall temperatures are given by:
(7)
TW2 T"
qmax
229 612 394°C (8)= + = + 3.70 =,:;, h 2
q3 344
424°CTW3 = T3 + ""-- = 342 + 4<22 = (9)h3
The wall temperature varies very little in the second half of the core
and it reaches a maximum of 424°C at the core outlet corresponding the
hot streak.
These high temperatures require the use of supercritical water; the wa-
ter must be sufficiently supercritical at the hot streak outlet to avoid
a pseudo-burnout. The pressure of 249 Atm 1s considered sufficiently
above the critical pressure (225 Ltm).
The maximum temperatures inside the fuel plates are obviously in the
middle of the core on the hot streak. The temperature at the interface
cermet-Inconel is g1ven by:
qmax s2
= TW2 + -~k-­Inc
= 394 +
612 • 0~015
0.0403 = (10)
where = thickness of the Inconel cladding
k Inc = thermal conductivity of Ineonel at 50S
oe .
The maximum cermet temperature 1s given by:
= 622 +
612 • 0.025
2 • 0.031 = (11)
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Sl is equal tb half tl1e th:lekness of the eerin~t
tllä faetor of 2 is given by the parabolic temperature distribution
in the cermet
k . t is the cermet thermal conductivity.
eerme
In the previous ealculation it has been assumed that no temperature dif-
ferenee exists at the interface between cermet and eladding.
VI_ Thermal stresses
The iÖllowing assumptions ware made:
a) The temperature distribution in a horizontal cross seetion of the fuel
plates is symmetrie with respeet to the central plane; only strains in
the axial direetion have been eonsidered.
b) The temperature distribution in the cermet is parabolie, wh1le in the
eladding it 1s linear.
e) The effect of the built-in edges is negleeted.
K EI E r 2-'x i
(jl(x) 1 I D.T (b.T
e
- L:.T ) s: J= -- - -- 0:1 1 e Il-:.i l-u I1 ,.
K E E I G::'~T - ,e;rw) (x s1) j(j2(x) 2 2 !bT1 I= 1- ~.. -~ 0:2 s,>2 Y2 L ...
(12)
(13)
where K is the strain in the axial d1reet1on, eommon to cermet and cladding,
and is given by:
K =
,:>TI + ,c::,Tw
2 s2
(14)
The most dangerous thermal stresses are those corresponding to the maximum
fuel plate temperatures, that is for:
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= difference between maximum cez<met temperature and room tem-
perture = 869 - 20 = 849°C
= difference between maximum cermet-cladding interface tempera-
, °ture and Toam terr~)8ratur8 = 622 - 20 = 602 e
LlTW = difference lJ9t'iVeen fuel plate wall teraperature at the middle
of the hot streak aud room temperature = 394 - 20 = 374°C •
The physical properties of cermet aud Inconel involved are the following:
E1 = Young's modulus of the cermet at 737
0 e =
O 4 E ~ ~ ~ = 0.4 • 1_7.45 • Iv~5 + O.~ • 13.• 7 • 105
.• . ·2 + v.o ß1~/13· - Quo SeS. 0
= 15.2 • 105 kg/cm2
=thermal ~xpansibn co~fficiGnt of cermet between 787°C und
20°C = thermal ej~pansion coefficient of stainless steel 16/13
between 787°C and' 20°C:::; 13.99 • 10-6 °C-1
= Poisson's ratio of cermet at 7fJ7oC = 0~4 YU02 + 0.6 V I
sos.16 13
052
= Young's modulus of Inconel at 508 C = 18.2 "10 kg/cm
= thermal expansion coefficient of Inconel between 50g0e and 20°C
= 14.0 • 106 °C-1
Y2 = Poisson's ratio of Inconel at 50g0C = 0.319
With these numerical values and 8 1 = 0~025 cm, s2 = 0.015 cm, equations
(12,13) become;
(J1(x) 107 2 104 2 (15)= 1:674 . x - 1~073 . (kg/cm )
(J2(x) 4 5 2 (16)= 0.770 " 10 + 5.687 ~ 10 (x-0.025) (kg/cm )
CT1(X) 1s always negative (compression) and has a maximum in the center
')
of the cermet equal to -10,730 kg/cm~ At the interface cermet-Inconel
( 2 ((J1 x) is equal to -270 kg/cm, (J2 x) 1s always positive (tension). At
( ) 1 2 1the interface cermet-Inconel v2 x = 7700 kg cm t at the interface Incone -
water (J~(x) has a maximum equal to 16,230 kg/cm2" The yield strength of
'"Inconel 625 at the interface cermat-claddi.ng (622°C) and cladding-water
2 ?(394°C) are respectively 5090 kg/cm and 5180 kg/cm~. Oue can see then
that the thermal stresses in Inconel, which should be the material giving
strength to the plate.s, ::>xe very high Q Thermal stresses about twice the
yield strength are normally accepted, in OU? case, however, they are
three times the yield strength,
At cladding temperatures in the range needed for this
530°C) the normal stainless steels are very suceptible
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Furthermore, the Inconel is subjected to the pressure of the eermet, whi.~ht
being not able to sustain the axial compression caused by thermal stresses,
tends to expand in the transversal direction. However, these transversal
stresses in Inconel should be very small due to the very small rigidity
of the cladding in the transversal direction.
Obv1ously, to reach definite conclusions, it would be neeessary to confirm
these calculations and assumptions by means of experiments. However, it
appears that, in a first approximation, with these plates the factor limit-
ing the temperatures, and, therefore, the heat fluxes is the thermal stress.
VII. Corroslon
As mentioned in Par. 11, one of the reasons for chooslng Inconel 625 for
the cladding material is its great resistance to corrosion. The supercri-
tical water used for the cooling in this investigation represents an ex-
treme condition for the cladding material, and makes corrosion a very im-
portant pröblem.
reactor (T ~
max
to stress-corrosion cracking L17,1~. Nickel alloys and alloys of the
Incoloy type show better resistance to corrosion in H20 at high tempera-
tures LIg(. Two alloys in particular, Inconel 625 and Incoloy 800, have
been tested rather extensively at General Electrlc to determine their corro-
slon characteristlcs in high-temperature H20 L19-2!4For the test condi-
tions, Inconel 625 showed corrosion resistance somewhat better than that
of Incoloy 800 ln the temperature range of interest here (about 530oC).
Furthermore, Inconel 625 has a greater strength and better creep proper-
ties at high temperatures than Incoloy 800 19,2i1.
Even with the data available for Inconel 625, the amount of corroslon of
the fuel plates is extremely hard to estlmate. Corrosion is a very com-
plex phenomenon, and there are a number of parameters involved in a corro-
S10D test, such as clad temperature, H2o-velocity, H20-density, H20-tem-
perture, and the heat transfer rate through the cladding. The tests made
at General Electric L19-2!! are for clad temperatures and velocities com-
parable to those of the reactor considered here, but for a much lower heat
transfer rate and H2o-density. Table 3 compares the conditions in the re-
actor considered here with those for one element of the G.E. test loop.
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Table 3
1 ! :EleDient of GE Reactor cofisidered
ßil:;1 :"i·' .c' ".'" ~ "" ., 11 t~st Jeep bere_H , :"
'I !
j H2O-Pressure (Atm)
!r 70 i 300 249!'
1
-
11I
'1
i
H2O-Temperature
(Oe) 335
-
450 ! 40 - 342f! !1:h
11
i
H2O-Velocity (m/sec) 37 49
! 32
11
- I
.,
11
Clad Temperature (OC)
11
480
-
590 530 (maJt)
Meat Flux (w/cm2) 11 55 I '2560 (max)
"
(average)
I
*
P IInconel 625 corrosion loss I! 2.5 10-4 I•at 150 hours (mm) 11 I
*. Read from curve in L'2Y.
Since the corrosion is such a complex process, it is extremely difficult
to extrapolate from the va1ues obtained for the test loop conditions to
determine those values which would be expected for the reactor conditions.
However, LEISTIKOW L2i7 has indicated that it would probably be a fair
approximation to presume that, for the case considered here, the corrosion
depends on1y on the clad surface temperature. This assumpt10n 1s based on
the fact that already in the conditions of the G.E. test loop, the oxide
layer on Inconel 625 was extremely thin compared to that of most other
metals, and was practically non-existent on much cf the clad-surface.
Hence, greater heat transfer and H20-density, which might in many cases
contribute to a faster removal of oxide and associated faster corrosion,
should not be expected to have a strong influence for the particular case
under consideration here. If this assumption is correct, then one can see
from Table 3 that the corrosion is negligible for the short cycle time of
the reactor core ( ~ 6 days, see Par. VIII).
Another factor which could influence corrosion is the effect of radiation
with fast neutrons [li1, which was of course not present in the G.E .. test
loop. Unfortunately, there are no investigations of this effect known to
us.
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-4At any rate, the value for corrosion from Table 3, 2.5· 10 mm 1s
about 000 t1mes less than the clad thlckness (0.15 mm). Henee, the
corrosion could be many times greater than the value in Table 3, and
still be within acceptable limits.
VIII. Core Lifetime
No burn-up calculations were made for this investigation. However, an
estimate of the lifetime of the core was made using the following assump-
tions, and applying a correction based on burn-up calculations for the
Franco-German High Flux Reactor:
a) The limiting point for burn-up is the point of maximum flux, on the
eore-reflector boundary.
b) During the core lifetime, the flux at the core-reflector boundary does
not change.
c) For the uranium concentration at the boUndary ( ~ 170 g/l) the maxi-
mum allowable burn~up 1s 70%.
The following comment should be made concerning b). This assumption is,
ofcourse, not entirely correct, due to the change of the uranium spatial
distribution during the period of operation. However, this assumption
should give reasonable accuracy in the results, since at this point the
thermal flux, which causes the major part of the burn-up at the boundary,
eomes primarily from "in-streaming" from the reflector. This in-streaming
should not vary too much during the period of operation, for a constant
maximum thermal flux in the reflector.
(17)U(O) e=U(t)
To calculate the allowable burn-up time the following expression was used:
- L: er i ~i ti a
where
U(t) = 235U-concentration at eore-refleetor interface
t = time after start of cycle
i
er % absorption cross section of i-th group of 4-group set
a
0i = flux in i-th group, at core-reflector interface •
Usin~ assUmption cl, U(t ) / U(Ö) =0.3, oDe gets Z ~ i ~ t =1.2,
m .. 1 a m
\\here t
m
1s the time for maximum bui-n-up.. trs1ng the values from Table 4,
oDe arr1ves at the result that t = 5.6 day$l
m
; ~
Table 4 Core nuelear values at eore outet ~adius (0i values based on
maximUm 0th ib ~eflect6f 6f 1016/em2sec)
, .. ~...• ' :';,. t' -
I, ...
i'
-1i i (bärn) 01 -2er (em sec )
a
1 1.7 1.1 • 1016
2 14,,5 2.82 • 1015
3 55,,0 2.1 .. 1015
4 603. 3.8 • 1015
This ealeulat10n was eheeked by using the same method to ealeulate the
eyele time for two eases eonsidered for the Franeo-Qerman High Flux Reae-
tor and eomparing the results with those of aeeurate burn-up ealeulations
whieh existed for the same eases. The aeeurate burn-up ealculations were
performed using the two-dimensional diffusion eode TURBO L217. For both
eases the results using expression (17) were about 4.5% lower than those
from the TURBO ealeulations. Henee the eorreeted eore lifetime for the
ease eonsidered here is about (1.045)(5.6) ~ 6 days.
IX. Fuel Cyele Costs
For the fuel elements envisaged - 1.e. U02 in stainless steel matrix
with Ineonel elad - no statements on the reproeessing and refabrieation
eosts ean presently be made. But in order to get at least a rough idea
of the annual fue! eyele costs of the reaetor, two eases ware eonsidered:
a) Optimistie - The fabrieation and reproeessing eosts are presumed to
be the same as those for a eore with aluminium as the "meat" matrix
and fuel plate eladding ("aluminium eoretl).
b) More real1st1e - The fabrieation eosts are 3 times, and the repro-
eessing eosts are 1,,5 times those of an aluminium eore.
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The yearly fuel cost "Rtf 1s related to the cost per core, K ., through-:
co:re
R =
365
T+2
.. K
core
(18)
where T = cycle time for one cot'e. in days.
Two days are allowed for changing the core. With T = 6 (see Par. VIII),
R :::;;.45K •
core
Because of large uncertainties in the cost approximation, a greatly sim-
plified equation can be used to calculate K
core
K
core =
Kfabr + Krepr + ßKu (19)
where Kfabr = fabrication costs
K = reprocessing costsrepr
K = uranium cast for a coreu
ß = average burn-up = 0.12 •
The core being considered contains 25 kg of 235U• With a uranium price
of 43.2 DM/g {2i!, ß K = 0.13· 106 DM.
u
Case a)
The reprocessing costs are about (1-ß)·1600 DM/kg for an aluminium core L2§4
Then
furthermore
Thus
and
K = 0.40 • 106 DMrepr
106 DMK = 0.30 • •fabr
K = 0.83 • 10
6 DM ,
core 6K = 37
·
10 DM/yr •
Case b)
For this case:
and
Then
K = 0.606 . 10
6 DM
repr
106K = 0.900 DM •fabr
K = 1.63 • 10
6 DM
core
Thus the eost for the uranium used 1s less than 10% of the total fuel
6
cycle cost. The yearly fuel cost is K = 73 ~ 10 DM/yr.
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Use of a more accurate formula which also takes into account the fuel
interest rates and the dependence of the reprocessing costs on the en-
richment would increase both total costs by about 10%~
X. Conclusions
A summary of the important characteristics of the reactor is given in
T8ble 5. One can see that it is possible to obtain a maximum thermal
flux in the reflector of 1016/cm2sec with a total power of 500 PßW.
However, this relatively low total power implies a very high power den-
sity, which in turn leads to high fuel elen~nt temperatures. Therefore,
Inconel 625 was chosen as the cladding material. Due to the low thermal
conductivity of this alloy, the limiting factor for the power density is
the magnitude of the thermal stresses. The thermal conductivity of alu-
minium is much higher. However, even if we assume that the geometrical
tolerances of the fuel plates are zero, the maximum temperature in the
aluminium plates is too high (about 3700 C) to permit the usa of this metal.
On the other hand, if one wants a neutron flux in the reflector of 0.5'1016
n/cm2sec only, then this is probably possible with aluminium (maximum hot
spot temperature estimated at lass then 3000 C). The fuel cycle costs
would be about four times sIT~ller, due to smaller fabrication costs. It
16 I 2 16 2is evident that the step from 0.5 • 10 n cm sec to 1 • 10 n/cm sec,
which requires the use of Inconel 625 in place of aluminium as cladding
material, is achieved with a consi~erable decrease (2 times) in the ratio
neutron flux to fuel cycle costs.
The very short operating cycle and the large fraction of costs which goes
into core fabrication leads ene to consider other types of reactors, such
as a homogeneous reactor. However, in our opinion the technical problems
associated with homogeneous reactors are even more complicated than the
type we considered in this raport. Due to the extremely high costs and
experimental inconvenience associated with such a short cycle, more de-
tailed investigations were not made, Many fm:ther problems were not con-
sidered, such as:
1) radiation damage and sealing of the pressure barrel,
2) radiation damage and heat dissipation in the beam tubes,
3) thermal stresses in the fuel plates due to temperature gradients in
the radial direction
4) heat removal from a cold source,
5) support of a core with an i.nlet-outlet pressure difference of 50 Atm.
Table 5 Preliminary design characteristics of a 1C16_flux beam research reactor
._--_....•._,.__.-------
1. Dimensions and composition
I
l\)
w
32 m/sec
400 C
16 21.0-10 /em sec
1.21
6 d
12 %
5300 c
25.6 MW/l
11. 9 MW/l
500 MW
1600 C
3420 C
300 Atm.
250 Atm.
22560 W/cm
2119') W/cm
2. Operating characteristics
Maximum heat flux
Average heat flux
Maximum wall temperature of fuel
plate
Maximum power density
Average power density
Total power
Maximum unperturbed flux in the
ree'~ctor
keff of fresh core
Length of oycle
Average burn-up
Coolant velocity
Coolant temperature at care entry
Mean coolant temperature at core
exit
Maximum coolant temperature at
core exit
Pressure at core entry
Pressure at core exit
1
',\ --.------.-'-~----.--- ..... ,...-..----I' - ".__...,_...
!l
I'
11
1
1
I
1.4 cm
14 cm
42 1
1.2 mm
235680,J!' U/l
27 cm
100 cm
fully
0.5 mrn
().15mm
300 cm
200 cm
near atmospheric
coolant channel
width
average fuel load
diameter
height
pressure
between core and
refelctor,
thickness
one ringHFIR-type
with radial power
flattening
stainless steel
16/13 with 40 %
enriched U0
2
INCONEL 625
diameter
height
central flux trap
filled with Be ..
diameter
core volums
clad:
meat:
Al-pressure
barrel:
D20-reflector:
Fuel element:
H20-core:
Coolant: supercritical water
1.•- ._--------.--,
_.__.......~...,._~---__~~ .... ~ ~_,-...,. • __."~•• M .•~,'...__ •__..__._••
Appendix A Isotope Reactor
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An "isotope reactor lt , i.e., one which has the maximum fl~ in the cen-
tral trap, was also calculated. The core composition and the overall
dimensions were the same as for the beam reactor (except that the outer
radius df the reflector was only 45 cm for this case1
For the isotope reacto~, the centtal trap was filled withH20, and the
reflector was Be. There was no pressure b~rrel for this oase. Ftirther....
more, the core boundary 20nes were switched so that there were 2.5 mm
zones of 25%; 35%; 50%~ and 70% fuel concentration on the inner core
bottndary, and 50% and 70% on the outer boundary. The factors such as
Fax • F
rad , keff' etc. were practically the same as for the beam reactor.
The thermodynamic characteristics were presumed to be essentially the
same as those of the beam reactor. For the same total power as the
beam reactor, i.e., 500 MV/, the maximum thermal flux in the trap center
was about 2 • 1016 • No calculations were made for the case of a loaded
trap.
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